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Free Advertising: Posting Advice Changing the Rules: Who Gets to
About Unions.
Vote?

The first of the Board’s new requirements is a regulation that obligates
all employers covered by the National Labor Relations Act – essentially, all private sector employers
except for very small businesses –
to post a notice reciting employees’
rights under the NLRA. The notice
seems designed to increase employees’ interest in unions: it is a large,
multi-colored poster that discusses
employees’ rights without addressing any of the drawbacks of unionization. The poster is especially
troubling for health care employers
Non-unionized health care employ- because it does not describe any of
ers – especially clinics and other the rules specific to the health care
non-hospital employers – may industry.
feel like the government has made
them a target. Reacting, some pun- The Board’s new rule purports to
dits think, to Congress’s failure to make it an unfair labor practice for
pass the so-called “Employee Free an employer to fail to post the noChoice Act,” in recent months the tice – and a knowing refusal to post
National Labor Relations Board has the notice could support a finding of
taken several steps to make it easier unlawful motivation in other unfair
for unions to organize new work- labor practice proceedings. Worse,
places. These new regulations, the Board claims that if the notice is
proposed regulations and new deci- not posted, the six-month statute of
sions will change decades-old legal limitations mandated by the NLRA
will never even start to run.
principles.
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As if it that were not bad enough,
the Board is also altering its policies to make it easier for unions to
win elections. One way of doing
so arises from a recent decision by
the Board. In union elections, the
preliminary dispositive issue is determining who gets to vote – or,
in NLRA terms, what is the appropriate “unit” of employees? In
the Specialty Healthcare case, the
Board faced a petition for a union
election in a very narrowly defined
unit, consisting of only the nursing
home’s CNAs. The nursing home,
in contrast, claimed that the appropriate unit was all service and
maintenance employees. Rejecting decades of precedent, the Board
held that the narrow unit sought by
the union would be allowed, despite the Congressional direction
to avoid fragmentation of bargaining units in health care facilities. In
an even more dramatic change, the
Board concluded that if an employer believes the appropriate group
of employees is broader than the
proposed unit, the employer must
demonstrate that those additional

employees share “an overwhelming cerns may not be addressed unless
community of interest” with the em- the positions at issue equal 20% of
ployees in the proposed unit.
the proposed bargaining unit. If the
employer’s concerns involve less
Under Specialty Healthcare, unions than 20% of the unit, those issues
will be able to target small groups would simply be ignored, and an
of disgruntled employees, and the election would be directed as soon
employer will have to prove that the as possible. Moreover, the em“micro-unit” is inappropriate. The ployer would be required to quickly
likely outcome is obvious: employ- produce contact information about
ers will face a proliferation of small all employees in the proposed unit,
units, with increased exposure to including the employees’ home teledisruptive small strikes, not to men- phone numbers and personal email
tion increased expenses attributed addresses.
to negotiating multiple contracts.
All these considerations seem sec- The Board’s proposal causes alarm
ondary to the Board’s objective of on several levels. Within one week,
increasing union representation.
an employer would be required to
identify all of its concerns about the
Changing the Rules: How Long unit proposed by the union and be
to Decide?
prepared to actively litigate any disputed issues. Moreover, because the
Worse still, the Board has proposed Board would refuse to decide issues
radical changes to the rules regard- pertaining to less than 20% of the
ing union elections, dramatically bargaining unit, an employer would
shortening the time between the face dramatic uncertainty about how
union’s filing of a petition and the to get its message out. For example,
holding of the election. Even under one routine issue that a health care
current rules, union elections hap- employer may dispute in a union
pen quickly. The Board’s statistics election is whether charge nurses
demonstrate that currently an initial are supervisors. It is unlikely that
election is held within a median of charge nurses would make up 20%
38 days from the filing of a petition, of the bargaining unit. Thus the emand more than 95% of elections oc- ployer would go into the union eleccur in less than two months. Not tion campaign not knowing who its
content with these speedy results, supervisors are. The Board’s new
the Board seeks to eliminate several rules not only shorten the time the
steps in the current process, in or- employer has to communicate its
der to have an election in perhaps as message, but also place roadblocks
short as 10 days.
on how an employer could do so.

from individuals who communicate
with employees about the disadvantages of unionization – so called
“persuaders.” For decades, rules interpreting the LMRDA made clear
that the reporting requirements
did not apply to professionals who
merely advise the employer about
strategy and the legality of dealing
with an organizing campaign.
Earlier this year, however, the Department proposed new regulations
that would virtually eliminate this
“advice” exception. Under the
proposed rules, professionals who
give advice to an employer facing a
union organizing drive would have
to file reports with the government
about that work – even attorneys
giving legal advice to their clients.
The effect is obvious. By requiring reporting of activities that could
invade the attorney-client privilege,
the Department would limit the resources currently available to employers. Tellingly, the American
Bar Association – by no means a
right-wing organization – has condemned the Department’s attempt
to pry into attorney-client advice.
Conclusion: What Is an Employer to Do?

The labor law changes that have
been implemented or proposed
will dramatically change the landscape for union organizing. The
watch word must be preparation.
The Board would accelerate elec- Where Can You Get Advice?
An employer that pays no attention
tions by requiring employers to
to union avoidance until the union
identify all issues with the proposed The final major effort to help unions files a petition for an election will
unit at the “pre-election confer- organizing is not from the Board find the rules stacked against it,
ence,” held within seven days of the – it is a proposed regulation from with little time to respond and fewer
filing of the petition. Even if the the Department of Labor, which resources available. Any employer
employer could hire legal counsel enforces the Labor-Management that hasn’t consulted with counsel
and identify all the possible issues Reporting and Disclosure Act. The to review its vulnerability to union
within a week, the employer’s con- LMRDA requires detailed reports organizing efforts, and how it can
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in NLRB and PERC proceedings,
labor arbitrations, equal employTim O’Connell is a partner of Stoel ment and discrimination cases beRives LLP. His practice includes fore administrative agencies and
representing healthcare providers courts, wrongful discharge litigarespond, should do so – and soon.

tion, wage-and-hour counseling
and litigation, and general personnel management. Contact Tim at
tjoconnell@stoel.com or 206-3867562.

Reprinted with permission from the Alaska Healthcare News. To learn more about the Alaska Healthcare
News visit akhcnews.com.

Creative and Customized
Solutions for the Workplace
At Stoel Rives, we understand that the success of your
enterprise depends on the people who make up your
organization. That’s why we focus on providing creative
and customized solutions to help you manage your work
force. Whether you need to update a handbook, negotiate
with a union, set up a tax-qualified benefit plan or defend
an employment claim, our more than 50 employment,
labor and benefits attorneys have the experience and
resources you can count on.

To find out more, visit
www.stoel.com/laborandemployment
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